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Abstract. The aim of this research is a practical method to draw cable
plans of complex machines. Such plans consist of electronic components
and cables connecting specific ports of the components. Since the ma-
chines are configured for each client individually, cable plans need to be
drawn automatically. The drawings must be well readable so that techni-
cians can use them to debug the machines. In order to model plug sockets,
we introduce port groups; within a group, ports can change their position
(which we use to improve the aesthetics of the layout), but together the
ports of a group must form a contiguous block.
We approach the problem of drawing such cable plans by extending the
well-known Sugiyama framework such that it incorporates ports and port
groups. Since the framework assumes directed graphs, we propose several
ways to orient the edges of the given undirected graph. We compare
these methods experimentally, both on real-world data and synthetic
data that carefully simulates real-world data. We measure the aesthetics
of the resulting drawings by counting bends and crossings. Using these
metrics, we compare our approach to Kieler [JVLC 2014], a library for
drawing graphs in the presence of port constraints.
Keywords: Sugiyama framework · port constraints · experimental eval-
uation.
1 Introduction
Today, the development of industrial machinery implies a high interdependency
of mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and software-based components. The con-
tinuous improvement of these machines yielded an increased complexity in all
these domains, but also in their interrelations. In the case of a malfunction, a
human technician needs to understand the particular interdependencies. Only
then, (s)he will be able to find, understand, and resolve errors. Different types
of schematics play a key role in this diagnosis task for depicting dependencies
between the involved components, e.g., electric or functional schematics. The
intuitive understanding and comprehensibility of these schematics is critical for
finding errors efficiently.
? J.Z. acknowledges support by BMWi (ZIM project iPRALINE – grant ZF4117505).
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Fig. 1: Extract of a hand-drawn plan. The labels have been intentionally obfuscated
or removed.
Due to the increased complexity of machinery, such schematics cannot be
drawn manually anymore: The high variance of machine configurations nowadays
requires the ad-hoc computation and visualization of schematics appropriate for
the requested diagnosis case. To support technicians, algorithms for drawing
schematics should adhere to the visual “laws” of the manual drawings that the
technicians are familiar with; see Fig. 1 for an example. Such drawings route
connections between components in an orthogonal manner. Manual drawings
often use few layers and seem to avoid crossings and bends as much as possible.
In many applications (such as UML diagrams or data flow diagrams), con-
nections are directed from left to right or from top to bottom. This setting is
supported by the framework introduced by Sugiyama et al. [12]. Given a di-
rected graph, their approach arranges the edges mainly in the same direction by
organizing the nodes in subsequent layers (or levels). The layer-based approach
solves the graph-layout problem by dividing it into five phases: cycle elimination,
layer assignment, crossing minimization, node placement, and edge routing.
There are also algorithms for practical applications purely based on the or-
thogonal drawing paradigm, where all vertices are rectangles on a regular grid
and the edges are routed along the horizontal and vertical lines of the grid.
There, a classic three-phase method dates back to Biedl et al. [1].
In many technical drawings (such as cable plans, UML diagrams, or data
flow diagrams), components are drawn as axes-aligned rectangles, connections
between the components are drawn as axes-aligned polygonal chains that are
attached to a component using a port, that is, a geometric icon that is small
relative to a component and whose shape has a specific meaning for the domain
expert. Using so-called port constraints, a user can insist that a connection enters
a component on a specific side—a natural requirement in many applications.
The well-established Kieler library [11] implements the Sugiyama framework.
Kieler is particularly interesting for our application as Kieler allows the user
to specify several types of port constraints; namely, on which side of a vertex
rectangle should a port be placed, and, for each side, the exact order in which
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the ports should be arranged. Alternatively, the order is variable and can be
exploited to improve the layouts in terms of crossings and bends.
We have chosen to build our algorithm for undirected graphs on the (directed)
layer-based approach instead of an (undirected) purely orthogonal one because
the typical hand-drawn plans use only few distinct layers to place the vertices on,
the layer-based approach seems to better investigated in practice, and Kieler has
already proven to yield by and large pleasing results in the considered domain.
Our Contribution. First, we propose two methods to direct the edges of the given
undirected graph so that we can apply the Sugiyama framework (see Section 3);
one is based on breadth-first search, the other on a force-directed layout. We
compare the two methods experimentally with a simple baseline method that
places the nodes of the given graph randomly and directs all edges upward (see
Section 4.3), both on real-world and synthetic cable plans (see Section 4.2).
We claim that our approach to generate realistic test graphs is of independent
interest. We “perturb” real-world instances such that, statistically, they have
similar features as the original instances.
Second, we extend the set of port constraints that the aforementioned Kieler
library allows the user to specify. In order to model plug sockets, we introduce
port groups; within a group, the position of the ports is either fixed or variable.
In either case, the ports of a group must form a contiguous block. Port groups
can be nested. If the order of a port group is variable, our algorithm exploits
this to improve the aesthetics of the layout.
Apart from such hierarchical constraints, we also give the user the possibil-
ity to specify pairings between ports that belong to opposite sides of a vertex
rectangle (top and bottom). Such a pairing constraint enforces that the two cor-
responding ports are placed at the same x-coordinates on opposite sides of the
vertex rectangle. Pairing constraints model pairs of sockets of equal width that
are plugged into each other.
After formally defining the problem (Section 2), we describe our algorithm
(Section 3). Finally, we present our experimental evaluation (Section 4).
2 Preliminaries
We define the problem Layered Graph Drawing with Generalized Port
Constraints as follows. For an illustration refer to Fig. 2b.
Given: An undirected port graph G = (V, P, PG,PP,E), where
– V is the set of vertices—each vertex v is associated with two positive numbers
w(v) and h(v); v will be represented by a rectangle of width at least w(v) and
height at least h(v) (to ensure a given vertex label can be accommodated),
– P is the set of ports—each port belongs either directly to a vertex or indi-
rectly through a port group (or a nested sequence of port groups),
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– PG is the set of port groups—each port group belongs to a side (Bottom,
Top, Free)3 of exactly one vertex and contains a set of ports and port
groups (not contained in another port group) whose order is fixed or variable,
– PP is the set of port pairings—each port pairing consists of two unique ports
from P that belong to the same vertex (directly or via port groups), and
– E is the set of edges—each edge connects two unique ports from P that are
contained in different vertices, and
– the graph where all ports are contracted into their vertices is connected.
Find: A drawing of G such that
– no drawing elements overlap each other except that edges may cross each
other in one point,
– each vertex v ∈ V is drawn as an axis-aligned rectangle of width at least
w(v) and height at least h(v) on a horizontal layer,
– each port p ∈ P is drawn as a (small, fixed-size) rectangle attached to the
boundary of its vertex rectangle (on the specified side unless set to Free),
– when walking along the boundary of a vertex, the ports of a port group (or
subgroup) form a contiguous block; and for a port group with fixed order,
its ports and port groups appear in that order,
– for each port pair {p, p′} ∈ PP , ports p and p′ are drawn on the same vertical
line on opposite sides of their vertex,
– each edge {p, p′} ∈ E is drawn as a polygonal chain of axis-aligned line
segments (orthogonal polyline) that connects the drawings of p and p′, and
– the total number of layers, the width of the drawing, the lengths of the edges,
and the number of bend points of the edges are kept close to a minimum.
We have chosen this problem definition to be both, simple and extendable to
more complex settings by using the described elements as building blocks. For
instance, if there are multiple edges per port, then in a preprocessing we can
assign each edge its own port and keep them together using a port group. In a
post-processing, we draw just one of these ports and we re-draw the ends of the
edges incident to the other ports of this group. Or if there are bundles of edges
(e.g. a cable with twisted wires), we can keep their ports together by introducing
port groups.
Note that our problem definition generalizes the Layered Graph Draw-
ing problem that is formalized and solved heuristically by the Sugiyama frame-
work [12]. Several subtasks of the framework correspond to NP-hard optimization
problems such as One-Sided Crossing Minimization [4]. Hence, we have to
make do with a heuristic for our problem, too. This heuristic is coming up next.
3 Algorithm
We assume that we are given a graph as described in Section 2. (Otherwise we
can preprocess accordingly.) Similarly to the algorithm of Sugiyama et al. [12],
our algorithm proceeds in phases, which we treat in the following subsections.
3 We can also handle sides Left and Right, which we describe in Appendix A. We
do not have constraints for ports on the left or the right side in our experiments.
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3.1 Orienting Undirected Edges
Classical algorithms for layered graph drawing expect as input a directed acyclic
graph, whose vertices are placed onto layers such that all edges point upwards.
For directed cyclic graphs, some edges may be reversed or removed to make
the graph acyclic. In our case of undirected graphs, we suggest the following
procedures to orient the undirected edges, making the graph simultaneously
directed and acyclic. (Hence, we don’t need the cycle elimination phase of the
Sugiyama framework.) We ignore the ports in this step.
BFS: We execute a breadth-first search from a random start vertex. Edges are
oriented from vertices discovered earlier to vertices discovered later.
FD: We run a force-directed graph drawing algorithm. In the resulting drawing,
edges are oriented upwards.
Rand: We place the vertices randomly into the drawing area, uniformly dis-
tributed. In the resulting drawing, we orient the edges as in FD.
The runtime of this phase is dominated by the force-directed algorithm. We
also suggest to execute the force-directed algorithm more than once, say k times,
with different random start positions and then to use the drawing admitting
the fewest crossings. This is less time consuming than re-iterating the whole
algorithm. In our experiments, we used a classical spring embedder [6] with the
speed-up technique as described by Lipp et al. [8]. The resulting runtime is in
O(k · I · |V | log |V |), where I is the number of iterations per execution of the
force-directed algorithm.
3.2 Assigning Vertices to Layers
In this step we seek for an assignment of vertices to layers, such that all di-
rected edges point upwards. We use a network simplex algorithm as described
by Gansner et al. [7]. The algorithm is optimal in the sense that the sum of layers
the edges span is minimized. With respect to the runtime of their algorithm, the
authors state: “Although its time complexity has not been proven polynomial,
in practice it takes few iterations and runs quickly.”
3.3 Orienting Ports and Inserting Dummy Vertices
Consider the ports of a vertex. If a port group is of a type different than Free,
we assign all ports of this port group or a port group containing this port group
to the specified vertex side, e.g., the bottom side. 4 If this leads to contradicting
assignments of the same port, we reject the instance. We treat port pairings
analogously. We assign ports that are in no port group to the top or the bottom
side depending on whether they have an outgoing or incoming edge. If ports of
a port group of type Free remain unassigned, we make a majority decision for
4 See Appendix A for handling port groups of type Left and Right.
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L3
L2.5
L2
L1
(a) We insert an extra layer L2.5 to host a
dummy vertex (red) as turning point. All
edges traversing a layer are subdivided
by dummy vertices (green).
L3
L2
L1
(b) Each port of the vertex on L2 is in a
port group or in a port pairing. Thus, the
two rightmost ports are placed on the top
side, although they have incoming edges
from below.
Fig. 2: Example for the insertion of dummy vertices.
the top-level port group—if there are more outgoing than incoming edges, we
set its ports to the top side; otherwise to the bottom side.
In any case, we may end up with ports being on the “wrong” side in terms of
incident edges, e.g., a port on the top side has an incoming edge. To make such
edges reach their other endpoints without running through the vertex rectangle,
we introduce an extra layer directly above the layer at hand. On the extra layer,
we then place a dummy vertex that will serve as a “turning point” for these
edges; see Fig. 2. We will refer to them as turning dummy vertices.
In contrast, Kieler [11] appends effectively, for each port that lies on the
“wrong” side, a dummy port on the opposite side of the vertex rectangle, to the
very right or left of the ports there. The edges will later be routed around the
vertex to this dummy port. Our new approach therefore provides a somewhat
greater flexibility in routing edges around vertices.
As in the classical algorithms for layered graph drawing, we subdivide edges
traversing a layer (which may also be an extra layer) by a new dummy vertex
on each such layer. Hence, we have only edges connecting neighboring layers. As
for all algorithms that rely on decomposing the edges, this phase runs in time
O(λ · |E|+ |P |), where λ is the number of layers. Note that λ ∈ O(|V |).
3.4 Reducing Crossings by Swapping Vertices
We employ the layer sweep algorithm using the well-known barycenter heuristic
proposed by Sugiyama et al. [12]. However, we also have to take the ports and
the port constraints into account. We suggest three ways to incorporate them.
Vertices: We first ignore ports. We arrange the vertices as follows. Since
there may be many edges between the same pair of vertices, we compute the
vertex barycenters weighted by edge multiplicities. After having arranged
all vertices, we arrange the ports at each vertex to minimize edge crossings.
Finally, we rearrange the ports according to port pairings and port groups
by computing barycenters of the ports of each port group.
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Li
(a) three vertices with two port pair-
ings on one layer before transforming
them to ports only
Li+
Li−
(b) only ports on two layers; port pairings are
connected by a dummy edge, the rightmost ver-
tex is “padded” to be wider using dummy ports
Fig. 3: Example of the transformation of vertices with ports on one layer to ports and
edges on two layers; port pairings are indicated by color.
Ports: We use indices for the ports instead of the vertices and apply the
barycenter heuristic to the ports. This may yield an invalid ordering with
respect to port groups and vertices. Hence, we sort the vertices by the arith-
metic mean of the port indices computed before. Within a vertex, we sort
the port groups by the arithmetic mean of the indices of their ports. We
recursively proceed in this way for port groups contained in port groups and
finally for the ports.
Mixed: Vertices that do not have port pairings are kept as a whole, vertices
with port pairings are decomposed into their ports. The idea is that, when
sweeping up or down, the ports do not influence the ordering on the other side
and can be handled in the end—unless they are paired. After each iteration,
we force the ports from decomposed vertices to be neighbors by computing
their barycenters, and we arrange the paired ports above each other. Finally,
we arrange all ports that are not included in the ordering as in Vertices.
In all cases, if a port group has fixed order, we cannot re-permute its elements,
but we take the order as described from left to right. We use random start permu-
tations for vertices and ports. We execute this step r times for some constant r
(in our experiments r = 10) and take the solution that causes the fewest cross-
ings. Kieler [11] also computes barycenters depending on the order of ports of
the previous layer. Similar to Ports they describe a layer-total approach and
similar to Mixed they describe a node-relative approach. However, they com-
pute barycenters only for vertices as a whole. We use barycenters of ports to
recursively determine also an ordering of port groups.
This phase runs in time O(r ·J ·λ · |E|), where J is the number of (top-down
or bottom-up) sweeps within one execution of the layer sweep algorithm.
3.5 Determining Vertex Coordinates
To position both vertices and ports, we decompose the vertices into ports and
edges. An example is given in Fig. 3. We duplicate each layer Li (except for
the extra layers introduced in Section 3.3) to an upper layer Li+ and a lower
layer Li− . For a vertex on layer Li, we place all ports of the Top side in the
previously computed order onto Li+ and all ports of the Bottom side in the
previously computed order onto Li− . To separate the vertices from each other
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and to assign them a rectangular drawing area, we insert a path of length one
with the one port on Li− and the other port on Li+ at the beginning and the
end of each layer and between every two consecutive vertices (gray in Fig. 3).
Moreover, we may insert dummy ports without edges within the designated area
of a vertex, to increase the width of a vertex. This can be seen as “padding” the
width of a vertex v via ports to obtain the desired minimum width w(v). For
each port pairing {p, p′}, where p is on Li− and p′ is on Li+ , insert a dummy edge
connecting p and p′. Observe that we do not have edge crossings between Li−
and Li+ . Therefore, using the algorithm of Brandes and Ko¨pf [2] (see below),
these edges will end up as vertical line segments. This fulfills our requirement for
vertices being rectangular and for ports of port pairings being vertically aligned.
Now we have a new graph G′ with ports being assigned to layers, but with-
out vertices and without port constraints. So, in the following we consider the
ports as vertices. This is precisely the situation as in the classical algorithms
for layered graph drawing when determining coordinates of vertices. After the
current coordinate assignment step, we will re-transform the drawing into our
setting with vertices, ports, and edges.
The y-coordinate of a vertex is given by its layer. For assigning x-coordinates,
we use the well-established linear-time algorithm of Brandes and Ko¨pf [2]. It
heuristically tries to straighten long edges vertically and balancing the position
of a vertex with respect to its upper and lower neighbors. It guarantees to pre-
serve the given vertex order on each layer and a minimum distance δ between
consecutive vertices. Moreover, it guarantees that uncrossed edges are drawn as
vertical line segments, which is crucial for our application.
We note that the original algorithm of Brandes and Ko¨pf [2] contained two
flaws that came up in our experiments. Subsequently, they were fixed [3].
This phase runs in time linear in the number of ports and edges.
3.6 Constructing the Drawing and Orthogonal Edge Routing
First, we obtain vertices drawn as rectangles from (dummy) ports and edges by
reversing the transformation described in Section 3.5. Then, we transform the
dummy vertices inserted in Section 3.3 into bend points of their edges. Finally,
we draw the edges orthogonally. In Appendix B, we describe how to route the
edge pieces between two consecutive layers including edges going through turning
dummy vertices. The total runtime of this phase is O(λ · |E|2) in the worst case
(while in practice we would rather expect a linear runtime behavior).
4 Experimental Evaluation
For our experiments we got access to 380 real cable plans of a large German
machine manufacturing company. To obfuscate these plans and to have more
data for our experiments, we generated 1139 pseudo cable plans from the real
cable plans—almost always three from each real cable plan. For replicability, we
have made all of our algorithms, data structures, and data described here publicly
available on github [9,10]—except for the original (company-owned) plans.
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4.1 Graphs Used in the Experiments
First, we discuss the structure of these cable plans and how we transformed them
to the format that is expected by our algorithm. A cable plan has vertices with
ports and vertex groups that comprise multiple vertices. Moreover, there can be
edges connecting two or more ports (that is, hyperedges) and a port can be inci-
dent to an arbitrary number of edges. In a vertex group, there are port pairings
between two vertices and these vertices should be drawn as touching rectangles.
In our model, we do not have vertex groups and port pairings between different
vertices. Instead, we model a vertex group as a single vertex with (internal) port
pairings and a port group for the ports of each vertex. Moreover, we split ports
of degree d into d separate ports and enforce that they are drawn next to each
other and on the same side of the vertex by an (unordered) port group. We
replace hyperedges by a dummy vertex having an edge to each of the ports of
the hyperedge. We don’t have ports on the left or the right side of a vertex.
4.2 Generating a Large Pseudo Data Set from Original Data
Now, we describe briefly how we generated the pseudo cable plans. This can be
seen as a method to extend and disguise a set of real-world graphs. A drawing
of an original cable plan and derived pseudo cable plan is depicted in Fig. 11 in
the appendix. Figs. 12–15 show larger examples of drawings generated by our
algorithm. First, we preprocess the real-world input data by extracting only the
largest connected component of each graph as we draw each connected com-
ponent independently anyways. Then, we generate a pseudo plan by removing
and inserting elements from/to an original plan. Elements of the plans are the
vertex groups, vertices, ports, port pairings, and edges. As a requirement we had
to replace or remove at least a q-fraction of the original elements (in our case
q = 0.1). We proceed in three phases.
1. We determine target values for most elements of the graph (number of vertex
groups, vertices, ports, port pairings) and more specific parameters (distri-
bution of edge–port incidences, arithmetic mean of parallel edges per edge,
number of self loops, distribution of ports per edge, distribution of edges
per port). We pick each target value randomly using a normal distribution,
where the mean is this value in the original plan and the standard deviation
is the standard deviation of this value across all graphs of the original data
set divided by the number of plans in the original data set times a constant.
2. We remove a q-fraction of the original elements uniformly at random in the
following order: vertex groups (incl. contained vertices and incident edges),
vertices (incl. ports and incident edges), port pairings (incl. ports and inci-
dent edges), ports (incl. incident edges), and edges.
3. In the same order, we add as many new elements as needed to reach the
respective target values. For the insertion of edges we are a bit more careful.
In case the graph became disconnected during the deletion phase, we first
reconnect the graph by connecting different components. Then, we insert the
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remaining edges according to the distributions of edge–port incidences while
trying to reduce the gaps between the target value and the current value for
parallel edges per edge and for the number of self loops. Parallel edges have
the same terminal vertices but not necessarily the same terminal ports. We
mostly use ports that do not have edges (they are new or their edges were
removed or they had no edges initially) and assign for each one the number
of edges it should get in the end. This gives us a set of candidate ports. Next,
we iteratively add a (hyper)edge e connecting d ports. In each iteration, we
pick c sets of d ports from our set of candidate ports uniformly at random—
each set is a candidate for the end points of the new edge. We choose the set
where we approach the aforementioned target values the best if we would
add the corresponding edge to the current graph. We used c = 1000, which
means we took one out of 1000 randomly generated edge candidates.
Our generated pseudo cable plans are good if they are similar to and have
similar characteristics as the original cable plans, and if the corresponding orig-
inal cable plans cannot easily be reconstructed from the pseudo cable plans.
For our purposes, we can compare the results of the experiments using the
original data set and the generated data set or we can compute explicit graph
characterization parameters. The numbers of vertices, ports, edges, . . . are similar
by using the target values. For example, the arithmetic mean (median) of the
number of vertices in the original data set is 104.16 (105), while it is 103.98 (105)
in the generated data set. The arithmetic mean (median) across the arithmetic
means of parallel edges per edge in the original data set is 1.592 (1.429), while it
is 1.493 (1.402) in the generated data set. Some characteristic parameters where
we did not have target values exhibit at least some similarities, which indicates
a similar structure of the graphs of both sets. For example, the arithmetic mean
(median) of the diameters across all graphs in the original data set is 9.508 (10),
while it is 8.128 (8) in the generated data set.
4.3 Experiments
Our experiments were run in Java on an Intel Core i7 notebook with 8 cores and
24 GB RAM under Linux and took about 14 hours.
Orienting Undirected Edges. For each graph and each of FD, BFS, Rand, we
oriented the edges and executed the algorithm 5 times. For crossing minimiza-
tion, we used the variant Ports with 10 repetitions. For FD, we used only one
execution of the force-directed algorithm (so k = 1) to make it better comparable
to the other methods. We recorded
– the number ncr of crossings in the final drawing,
– the number nbp of bends created when executing the algorithm,
– the number ndv of dummy vertices created when executing the algorithm,
– the total area and the ratio of the bounding box of the drawing, and
– the time to orient the edges and run the algorithm.
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Table 1: Comparison of the methods for orienting the edges. The mean µ is relative to
Rand (standard deviation in the range [.2, .6]); β measures (in %) how often a method
provides the best result (
∑
β > 100 possible due to ties).
original cable plans generated artificial cable plans
FD BFS Rand FD BFS Rand
µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β
ncr .55 89 .67 25 1 8 .68 89 .80 21 1 11
nbp .80 85 .86 20 1 10 1.01 60 1.03 29 1 21
ndv 1.03 9 .81 91 1 9 1.13 6 .93 89 1 11
area 1.14 20 1.05 42 1 42 1.30 10 1.13 37 1 55
w:h .51 85 .73 16 1 3 .65 85 .86 14 1 3
time 1.47 8 .88 74 1 26 1.66 4 1.03 51 1 48
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the edge-orientation methods FD and BFS relative to Rand.
In each color, each dot represents one of the 380 original plans.
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For each graph and each criterion, we took for each method the best of the
five results and normalized by the best value of Rand. The means (µ) of these
values are listed in Table 1. The winner percentage β measures how often a
specific method achieved the best objective value (usually the smallest, but for
the aspect ratio (w:h) the one closest to 1). Ties are not broken, so over the
three methods, the β-values add up to more than 100. We have a plot relating
the normalized values of ncr and nbp to the number of vertices in Fig. 4 for the
original plans and in Fig. 16 in the appendix for the generated plans.
Crossing Minimization. We used the same settings as when we compared the
methods for orienting the edges, but here we exclusively used FD for orienting
the edges. We compared the methods Vertices, Mixed, and Ports, each with
10 repetitions in the crossing reduction phase. Kieler joined the comparison as
the base line method to which we relate our results.
The variant Kieler uses instead of our algorithm the algorithm ElkLayered
in eclipse.elk (formerly known as: KLayered in KIELER) [5]. As our algorithm,
ElkLayered does Sugiyama-based layered drawing using ports at vertices. Elk-
Layered, however, expects a directed graph as input and its port constraints
are less powerful. ElkLayered offers free placement of the ports around a vertex,
fixed side at a vertex, fixed order around a vertex, and fixed position at a vertex.
After orienting the given undirected graph, we used this algorithm as a black box
(and hence, we did not record the number of dummy vertices for Kieler) when
we set the port constraints to the most flexible value for each vertex. So, for
vertices having multiple port groups or port pairings, we set the order of ports
to be fixed, while we allow free port placement for all other vertices. As both
algorithms expect different input, use different subroutines and ElkLayered uses
more additional steps for producing aesthetic drawings, this comparison should
be treated with caution. For our results, see Table 2 and Figs. 5/17 (appendix).
5 Discussion and Conclusion
FD almost always yields orientations of the undirected graphs that lead to draw-
ings with fewer crossings than the orientations obtained from BFS and Rand.
Surprisingly, the oriented graphs obtained from BFS mostly use fewer dummy
vertices than FD. Although Rand performs rather poorly for most criteria, it
often uses the smallest drawing area. The savings in the total area by Rand can
be attributed almost exclusively to a lower height, which corresponds to fewer
layers. We discuss the direction assignment phase in more detail in Appendix C.
Since we consider the numbers of crossings and bends, and a balanced aspect
ratio the most relevant parameters for obtaining visually pleasant drawings, we
recommend FD for orienting edges.
For the crossing reduction phase, Ports performs clearly better than Ver-
tices and Mixed in terms of ncr and nbp. This is in line with our expectation
that incorporating distinct port orderings during the whole crossing reduction
procedure helps to avoid edge crossings, which crucially depend on the pre-
cise order of ports. Rather surprisingly, Vertices performs slightly better than
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Table 2: Comparison of the methods for crossing reduction. The mean µ is relative to
Kieler (except for ndv, where it is relative to the best); the standard deviation is in
the range [.2, 1.1] (except for time, where it is higher); β is as in Table 1.
Original cable plans Generated artificial cable plans
Vertices Mixed Ports Kiel. Vertices Mixed Ports Kiel.
µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β µ β
ncr .83 19 .83 16 .65 84 1 12 .87 39 .96 15 .82 62 1 14
nbp .46 13 .44 29 .42 72 1 1 .56 40 .56 34 .56 41 1 0
ndv 1.11 38 1.10 40 1.11 37 – – 1.10 34 1.08 40 1.08 39 – –
area 3.20 3 3.40 2 3.44 3 1 97 3.70 1 4.03 1 4.06 1 1 99
w:h 1.05 31 1.11 21 1.23 15 1 37 1.20 18 1.25 14 1.32 10 1 62
time 14.31 2 39.66 1 51.71 1 1 100 18.18 1 45.82 1 68.52 1 1 100
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the three crossing-reduction methods relative to Kieler. In
each color, each dot represents one of the 380 original cable plans.
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Mixed. We discuss the crossing reduction phase and the comparison of our
algorithm to Kieler in more detail in Appendices D and E.
We concede that the artificial plans that we generated are not perfect as they
behave somewhat differently from the original plans for certain criteria. For in-
stance, for the artificial plans the relative advantage of Ports in terms of ncr
and nbp is smaller than for the original plans. Nevertheless, the obfuscation al-
lowed us to make somewhat realistic cable plans publicly available, so that others
can validate our experiments in the future. Our generation procedure may also
serve as an entry point for more research in generating pseudo data from original
data. As suggested by a reviewer, we intend to integrate our algorithm into the
software of our industrial partner to see whether this statistical improvement
yields advantages in practice. Last but not least we refer to Appendix B for a
cute combinatorial problem that we have not solved exactly.
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Appendix
A Port Constraints for Port Groups on the Left and the
Right Side of a Vertex
Consider the port groups of type Left and Right; see Fig. 6 for this step. We
assign their ports during the execution of the algorithm to the bottom or the
top side of their vertices—again by a majority decision on their top-level port
group. On the top and the bottom side, we introduce new top-level port groups
with fixed order (red in Fig. 6a). They contain three port groups of free order
(blue in Fig. 6a) that contain everything on the left side, top/bottom side, and
right side (in this order and separated by two ports with a port pairing; gray in
Fig. 6a). Later, we will shrink each vertex v to its inner part and re-route the
ends of the edges incident to ports in port groups of type Left and Right as
L-shapes in the released area (interior of the dashed box in Fig. 6b). Hence, we
adjust w(v) and h(v) in the forehand accordingly. For horizontal port pairings,
we may increase the height of a vertex or re-sort the ports on the left and the
right side in a post-processing.
After this step for handling port groups of type Left and Right, every port
is assigned either to the top or the bottom side of its vertex.
h(v)
(a) Instead of ports on the left and the
right side, we subdivide the top and bot-
tom side into three port groups (blue)
using a port group with fixed order (red)
and two pairs of port pairings.
(b) In a post-processing, we shrink the
vertex to its middle part and re-route the
edges entering a port on the left or the
right side of the vertex. The considered
vertex contains two port groups (green).
Fig. 6: Construction to model ports on the left and the right side of a vertex.
B Constructing the Drawing and Orthogonal Edge
Routing
First let us describe how to draw the edges going through a turning dummy
vertex t (red in Fig. 2). This step is depicted in Fig. 7.
Recall that for each vertex v, we have up to one turning dummy vertex on
the next layer above (for edges going downwards) and up to one in the next
layer below (for edges going upwards). Without loss of generality, let t be on
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v
t
I O
(a) initial situation
`1
`2
`4
`3
v
(b) drawing stacked “U”s
Fig. 7: Drawing edges going through turning dummy vertices orthogonally.
the next layer above v. Observe that we have an even number of edge pieces
being adjacent to t as they correspond to edges entering and leaving t. Let I
be the set of edge pieces entering t, and let O be the set of those leaving t.
Those in I are incident to ports PI of v. Where possible, we sort the ports of
PI at v such that the order of I is, for both the edges passing v on the left
and on the right, inverse to their corresponding edge pieces in O. This can be
done in time O(λ|E|) in total using Bucketsort. The resulting order allows us to
draw the edges as two stacks of (upside-down) “U”s as in Fig. 7b. We greedily
use intermediate lines `1, `2, . . . to place the horizontal pieces. Since we need at
most O(|E|) lines between any two layers and have at most O(λ|E|) edge pieces,
the runtime for this step is O(λ|E|2) in the worst case. The greedy procedure is
optimal for an individual vertex, but may produce avoidable crossings between
different vertices depending on the order in which we process the dummy turning
vertices.
For all other edge pieces spanning a layer, it remains to draw them orthogo-
nally. We do not need to consider vertical segments since they are already drawn
in the orthogonal style. Consider the remaining (skewed) edge pieces. Since they
are directed upwards, we will refer to them as arcs (with arc set A). Their end-
points are ports of vertices and dummy vertices. Let P be the set of these ports.
(This ignores ports of degree 0). We first assume that the x-coordinates of the
ports on the two layers are all different. Below, we treat the general case.
The graph M = (P,A) is a perfect matching. Each port u ∈ P has its x-
coordinate x(u). For an arc uv, span(uv) = [min{x(u), x(v)},max{x(u), x(v)}]
is its span. We have two types of arcs; uv is right-going if x(u) < x(v) and left-
going otherwise. We want to draw each arc uv as a sequence of three axis-aligned
line segments: vertical, horizontal, vertical; starting at u and ending at v. For
the horizontal pieces we use horizontal lines. Our task is to assign the horizontal
piece of each arc a to a line line(a) such that no two horizontal pieces intersect
and such that the number of lines is minimized.
Without further restrictions, this would correspond to partitioning the set
{span(a) : a ∈ A} into as few independent sets as possible. We require, however,
that every pair of arcs intersects at most once. For two right-going arcs uv and
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u′v′ with x(u) < x(u′) < x(v) < x(v′), this implies that line(uv) > line(u′v′).
Symmetrically, for two left-going arcs uv and u′v′ with x(v) < x(v′) < x(u) <
x(u′), this implies that line(uv) < line(u′v′).
We solve this combinatorial optimization problem heuristically as follows.
We first go through the left-going arcs in the left-to-right order of their upper
endpoints. We place each arc greedily on the lowest available line. Then we solve
the problem for the right-going arcs symmetrically, in the left-to-right order of
their lower endpoints, placing them on the highest available line; see Fig. 8. Note
that, for the given instance, the solution of our heuristic is optimal. Again, this
can be accomplished in time O(λ|E|2) in the worst case.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
`1
`2
`5
`4
`3
Fig. 8: Drawing right-going arcs.
`1
`2
`?
`4
`3
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 9: Equal x-coordinates.
If, for the left- and right-going arcs, there are ports with equal x-coordinates
(connected by black dashed lines in Fig. 9, top row), we must additionally
make sure that their vertical segments don’t intersect. To this end, we intro-
duce an additional line `? at the top to place an extra horizontal segment for
all “problematic” cases, investing two additional bends; see Fig. 9(b) and (c). In
Fig. 9(a) (where the right endpoints have the same x-coordinate) no extra bends
are needed because we place the left-going arcs below the right-going arcs.
Finally, we move the horizontal pieces HR of right-going arcs simultaneously
down until at least one of these pieces, say a, is only one line above a horizontal
piece, say b, (which is in the group of horizontal pieces HL of left-going arcs)
with span(a)∩span(b) 6= ∅. We do the same for the “U”s (H∪) on the top and the
upside-down “U”s (H∩) on the bottom. In other words, we move the blocks of
horizontal edge pieces towards each other until their contour lines would overlap
if we would move by another line; see Fig. 10. It remains to analyze the running
time of this step. Between each two layers, we can merge all contour points
into a list in time O(|E|) and then use a sweep-line approach to determine the
distances between the contour lines between each to points of the list—again in
time O(|E|). So over all layers, this step can be performed in time O(λ|E|).
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H∪
H∩
HL
HR
Fig. 10: Moving the horizontal pieces of the “U”s, the right-going arcs, the left-going
arcs, and the upside-down “U”s towards each other.
C Discussion of Methods for Orienting Undirected Edges
The layer assignment procedure uses more layers if we have longer paths of
directed edges. FD rather straightens a path between two (distant) vertices
requiring then more layers, while Rand rather orients some of the edges of this
path up and some down, yielding shorter chains of directed edges. So, Rand has
more vertices per layer, which also explains the worse aspect ratio. We suspect
that this ratio might partially be explained by the use of the algorithm of Brandes
and Ko¨pf [2] in the coordinate assignment phase. In this phase, many edges are
drawn vertically. After the crossing minimization phase, we would expect that
the vertices on the layers come close to the initial non-layered drawing of FD
having short edges. When the edges between each two layers are longer for Rand,
straightening them to a vertical line segment pushes vertices on the upper layer
further apart from vertices on the lower layer.
D Discussion of Methods for Crossing Reduction
The good results in terms of ncr and nbp for Ports comes at the cost of an
around four times larger running time compared to Vertices. However, we ex-
pect for most practical tasks of drawing cable plans that an aesthetically more
pleasing drawing is favorable over a quickly computed one. Ports used in av-
erage 7.5 seconds (max. 173 s for 354 vertices), Mixed 5.2 seconds, Vertices
1.7 seconds. However, there still is some potential for quicker computations, e.g.,
employing a faster force-directed algorithm or reducing the number of repeti-
tions r for the crossing reduction phase. Choosing r (and the total number of
repetitions) is a design decision that has to be done anyways. As our drawings
heavily rely on random initial placements, there is a trade-off between time and
quality.
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E Comparison to Kieler
This partially explains the high divergence in the time needed for our algorithm
compared to Kieler, which needed about 0.1 seconds in average. As we treated
Kieler as a black box, we did not make similar design decisions as for our
algorithm. So prescribing a time threshold and checking for the best output
afterwards, might lead to different results. Kieler uses more intermediate steps
and post-processing steps, e.g., for compactifiction explaining the large gaps in
the number of bends and the smaller drawing area. In particular, the application
settings that Kieler is designed for is not the same as for our algorithm limiting
the meaningfulness of this comparison.
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Fig. 11: Example of an artificial cable plan generated from an original cable plan. Port
groups are indicated by gray boxes and port pairings by line segments inside a vertex.
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Fig. 12: Example of an original cable plan (anonymized) with 40 vertices (used FD
and Ports)
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Fig. 13: Example of an original cable plan (anonymized) with 105 vertices (used FD
and Ports)
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Fig. 14: Example of a generated artificial cable plan with 35 vertices (used FD and
Ports)
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Fig. 15: Example of a generated artificial cable plan with 120 vertices (used FD and
Ports)
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Fig. 16: Comparison of the edge-orientation methods FD and BFS relative to Rand.
In each color, each dot represents one of the 1135 generated plans.
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Fig. 17: Comparison of the three crossing-reduction methods relative to Kieler. In
each color, each dot represents one of the 1135 generated cable plans.
